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the new oil 
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http://www.multivu.com/assets/58095/photos/Data-is-the-new-oil-infographic-Nigel-Holmes-2012-from-The-Human-Face-of-Big-Data-original.jpg 

Clive Humby 
(dunnhumby)  

2006  
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We are creating data all the time! 
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GPS 

Proximity sensor 

Ambient light sensor 

Accelerometer 

Magnetometer 
Gyroscopic sensor 

WIFI 

Touchscreen 
Camera (front) 

Camera (back) 

Bluetooth 

Finger-print scanner 

Microphone 

GSM/HSDPA/LTE 

14+ sensors 
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Motivation: Internet of Things 
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"Always On": Anything, Anytime, Anywhere 
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• exploration (locating the data), 
• extraction (how to get it), 
• transform (clean and filter data) 
• storage (Big Data) 
• transport (getting it to the right person) 
• usage (analysis, actions, etc.) 

• data can be copied, oil not 
• data is specific, oil is not 
• if small, data storage and transport are chea  
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fancy analytics tools without suitable data are like sports-cars without petrol 
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Moore's Law: 220 = 1.048.576x in 40 years 

processor speed 
size hard disk 

network capacity 
pixels on screen 

1/costs of storage 
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train Eindhoven-Amsterdam in 5 ms 
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flight Amsterdam-New York in 24 ms 
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drive around the world on 3.8 ml petrol 
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so we can produce 
amazingly Big  
amounts of data oil but … 
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Big Data ? 
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Big … or fast and efficient?  

www.solarteameindhoven.nl 
Winner Cruiser Class of the 
World Solar Challenge 2013 
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data science 
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What  
happened? 
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Why did  
it happen? 
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What will  
happen? 
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What is the  
best that  
can happen? 
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Data Science 
aims to 

answer such 
questions 
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An emerging discipline on the crossroads 
of multiple existing disciplines 
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Growing Demand for Data Scientists 

 
UK 
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DSC/e 

http://www.tue.nl/dsce/ 
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data + process 
=  

process mining  
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Connecting Things 

• Data – Process 
• Business – IT 
• Business Intelligence – Business Process Management 
• Performance – Compliance 
• Runtime – Design time 
• … 
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The Broader Business Process 
Intelligence (BPI) Field 
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http://www.olifantenpaadjes.nl/wp-content/uploads/2011/06/Koen-Olsthoorn.jpg
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let's play 
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Play-Out 
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event logprocess model
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A

B

C

DE

p2

end

p4

p3p1

start

Play-Out (Classical use of models) 
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A B C D 

A C B D 
A B C D 

A E D 

A C B D 
A C B D 

A E D 

A E D 
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Let’s not worry about syntax (there is 
difference between analysis and presentation) 
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A

B

C

DE

p2

end

p4

p3p1

start
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Play-In 
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event log process model
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A

B

C

DE

p2

end

p4

p3p1

start

Play-In 
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A C B D 
A B C D 

A E D 

A C B D 
A C B D 

A E D 

A E D A B C D 
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Example Process Discovery 
(Vestia, Dutch housing agency, 208 cases, 5987 events) 
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Example Process Discovery 
(AMC, 627 gynecological oncology patients, 24331 events)  
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Replay 
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event log process model

• extended model 
showing times, 
frequencies, etc.

• diagnostics
• predictions
• recommendations
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A

B

C

DE

p2

end

p4

p3p1

start

Replay 
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A B C D 
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A

B

C

DE

p2

end

p4

p3p1

start

Replay 
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A E D 
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A

B

C

DE

p2

end

p4

p3p1

start

Replay can detect problems 
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A C D 

Problem! 
missing token 

Problem! 
token left behind 
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Conformance Checking  
(WOZ objections Dutch municipality, 745 objections, 9583 event, f= 0.988) 
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A

B

C

DE

p2

end

p4

p3p1

start

Replay can extract timing information 
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Performance Analysis Using Replay 
(WOZ objections Dutch municipality, 745 objections, 9583 event, f= 0.988) 
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Get at a process mining tool, e.g., ProM 

49 

Download from: www.processmining.org 

600+ plug-ins available covering the 
whole process mining spectrum 
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Commercial process mining tools 

• Disco (Fluxicon) 
• Perceptive Process Mining 

(before Futura Reflect and BPM|one) 
• Celonis Discovery  
• ARIS Process Performance Manager 
• QPR ProcessAnalyzer 
• Interstage Process Discovery (Fujitsu) 
• Discovery Analyst (StereoLOGIC) 
• XMAnalyzer (XMPro) 
• … 

 
 

 
50 
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Demo: Disco 
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How to get Disco? 
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Disco 1.6 http://fluxicon.com/academic/, 
http://fluxicon.com/academic/material/ (use your 

university email address!) 
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The three main types of process mining: 
discovery, conformance, and enhancement 
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software 
system

(process)
model

event
logs

models
analyzes

discovery

records 
events, e.g., 
messages, 

transactions, 
etc.

specifies 
configures 
implements

analyzes

supports/
controls

enhancement

conformance

“world”

people machines

organizations
components

business
processes
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data mining 
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Data mining 

• The growth of the “digital universe” is the main 
driver for the popularity of data mining. 

• Initially, the term “data mining” had a negative 
connotation (“data snooping”, “fishing”, and “data 
dredging”). 

• Now a mature discipline. 
• Data-centric, not process-centric.  
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Data set 1 
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Data about 860 recently deceased 
persons to study the effects of 
drinking, smoking, and body weight 
on the life expectancy. 

Questions: 
- What is the effect of smoking and drinking on a person’s bodyweight? 
- Do people that smoke also drink? 
- What factors influence a person’s life expectancy the most? 
- Can one identify groups of people having a similar lifestyle? 
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Data set 2 
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Data about 420 students to investigate 
relationships among course grades 
and the student’s overall performance 
in the Bachelor program. 

Questions: 
- Are the marks of certain courses highly correlated? 
- Which electives do excellent students (cum laude) take? 
- Which courses significantly delay the moment of graduation? 
- Why do students drop out? 
- Can one identify groups of students having a similar study 
behavior? 
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Data set 3 
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Data on 240 customer orders 
in a coffee bar recorded by 
the cash register. 

Questions: 
- Which products are frequently purchased together? 
- When do people buy a particular product? 
- Is it possible to characterize typical customer groups? 
- How to promote the sales of products with a higher margin? 
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Variables 

• Data set (sample or table) consists of instances 
(individuals, entities, cases, objects, or records). 

• Variables are often referred to as attributes, features, 
or data elements. 

• Two types: 
− categorical variables:  
− ordinal (high-med-low, cum laude-passed-failed) or  
− nominal (true-false, red-pink-green)  

− numerical variables (ordered, cannot be enumerated 
easily) 
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Supervised Learning 

• Labeled data, i.e., there is a response variable that 
labels each instance. 

• Goal: explain response variable (dependent variable) 
in terms of predictor variables (independent 
variables).  

• Classification techniques (e.g., decision tree 
learning) assume a categorical response variable 
and the goal is to classify instances based on the 
predictor variables. 

• Regression techniques assume a numerical 
response variable. The goal is to find a function that 
fits the data with the least error. 
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Unsupervised Learning 

• Unsupervised learning assumes unlabeled data, i.e., 
the variables are not split into response and 
predictor variables. 

• Examples: clustering (e.g., k-means clustering and 
agglomerative hierarchical clustering)  and pattern 
discovery (association rules) 
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Data Mining Tools 

• RapidMiner (rapidminer.com, partly commercial) 

• R (r-project.org, free) 

• Weka (www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/, GNU) 

• KNIME (knime.org, partly commercial) 

• SAS (sas.com, commercial) 

• IBM SPSS (www.ibm.com/software/analytics/spss/, commercial) 

• IBM Cognos (www.ibm.com/software/analytics/cognos/, commercial) 

• QlikView (qlikview.com, commercial) 

• SAP BusinessObjects/HANA (www.sap.com/pc/analytics/, commercial) 
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We will use RapidMiner in the course 
because it offers easy access to classical 

data mining techniques.  
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Install RapidMiner 

PAGE 63 

Install RapidMiner 5.3 via 
http://www.win.tue.nl/~rmans/RapidMiner/  

(saves installation work). 
 

For a 32-bit version of windows use 
www.win.tue.nl/~rmans/RapidMiner/rapidminer-5.3.015x32-install.exe 

and for a 64-bit version of windows use 
www.win.tue.nl/~rmans/RapidMiner/rapidminer-5.3.015x64-install.exe. 
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decision tree 
learning 
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Decision tree learning: data set 1 
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smoker

young
(195/11)

yes

drinker

weight

no

no

old
(65/2)

yes

<90 ≥90

young
(381/55)

old
(219/34)
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Decision tree learning: data set 2 
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logic

failed
(79/10)

-   ≥8 

passed
(31/7)

failed
(101/8)

linear 
algebra

program
ming

operat. 
research

cum laude
(20/2)

<8

<6

<6

passed
(82/7)

  ≥6 

  ≥6 

passed
(87/11)

  ≥7 

<7

linear 
algebra   ≥6 

<6

failed
(20/4)
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Decision tree learning: data set 3 
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tea
  ≥1 

latte

1

 0 

  ≥2 
muffin
(30/1)

no muffin
(189/10)

muffin
(4/0)

espresso

 0 

 0 

muffin
(6/2)

  ≥1 

no muffin
(11/3)
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How does it work? - Basic idea 

• Split the set of 
instances in 
subsets such that 
the variation within 
each subset 
becomes smaller. 

• Based on notion of 
entropy or similar. 

• Minimize average 
entropy; maximize 
information gain 
per step. 
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smoker

young
(195/11)

yes

drinker

no

no

old
(65/2)

yes

young
(600/240)

#young=184
#old=11

E = 0.313027

#young=360
#old=240

E=0.970951

#young=2
#old=63
E=0.198234

Overall E = 0.763368

smoker

young
(195/11)

yes no
#young=184

#old=11
E = 0.313027

Overall E = 0.839836

young
(665/303)

#young=362
#old=303
E=0.994314

Overall E = 0.946848young
(860/314)

#young=546
#old=314

E=0.946848

split on attribute smoker

split on attribute drinker

information gain 
is 0.107012

information gain 
is 0.076468
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Entropy 

• Entropy is information-theoretic measure for the 
uncertainty in a multi-set of elements. 

• The entropy of multiset [a,a,a,a,a,a] is lower than 
multiset [a,b,c,d,e,f]. 

• The entropy of multiset [a,a,a,a,a,b] is lower than 
multiset [a,a,a,b,b,b]. 

• Entropy is defined as the number of bits needed to 
encode the multiset (exploiting knowledge about 
relative frequencies). 
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Definition entropy 
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high entropy implies "low zipability" 
low entropy implies "high zipability" 
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Entropy 
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High 

Low 
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Refresher 
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Examples 

• [a,a,a,a,a,a] = [a6] 
 
 
 
 

• [a,b,c,d,e,f] 
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Examples 

• [a,a,a,a,a,b] = [a5,b] 
 
 
 
 
 

• [a,a,a,b,b,b] = [a3,b3] 
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Information Gain Based on Entropy 
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smoker

young
(195/11)

yes no
#young=184

#old=11
E = 0.313027

young
(665/303)

#young=362
#old=303
E=0.994314

young
(860/314)

#young=546
#old=314

E=0.946848

split on attribute smoker

Overall Entropy 

Information 
gain is 

0.107012 

Note: information gain 
while classification 
does not change. 
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Information Gain Based on Entropy 
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smoker

young
(195/11)

yes

drinker

no

no

old
(65/2)

yes

young
(600/240)

#young=184
#old=11

E = 0.313027

#young=360
#old=240

E=0.970951

#young=2
#old=63
E=0.198234

smoker

young
(195/11)

yes no
#young=184

#old=11
E = 0.313027

young
(665/303)

#young=362
#old=303
E=0.994314

split on attribute drinker

Overall Entropy 

information 
gain is 

0.076468 
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Algorithm (sketch, taken from the book) 
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• Parameters such as: 
− the minimal size of a node before or after splitting, 
− minimal gain (no split if information gain is too small), 
− maximal depth of the tree, 
− allowing the same label to appear multiple times, 
− splitting the domain of a numerical variable, 
− etc. 

• Alternatives to entropy, e.g., Gini index of diversity 
 
 

• Post pruning: removing leaf nodes that do not 
significantly increase the discriminative power. 

Many variations are possible 
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Example: 160 students (100 pass, 60 fail) 
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gender? 

smoking? 

attending 
lectures? 
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Exercise: What is the information gain? 
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smoke

pass
(40/15)

yes no
#pass=25

#fail=15

pass
(120/45)

#pass=75
#fail=45

pass
(160/60)

#pass=100
#fail=60

split on attribute smoker
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sex

fail
(80/30)

male female
#pass=30

#fail=50

pass
(80/10)

#pass=70
#fail=10

pass
(160/60)

#pass=100
#fail=60

split on attribute gender

Exercise: What is the information gain? 

Note: you need to be able to compute information gain at exam! 
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attended 
all lectures

fail
(80/20)

no yes
#pass=20

#fail=60

pass
(80/0)

#pass=80
#fail=0

pass
(160/60)

#pass=100
#fail=60

split on attribute “attended 
all lectures”

Exercise: What is the information gain? 
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Decision trees in RapidMiner  

• CSV file contains 
information about 999 
customers of an 
insurance company. 

• The company wants to 
know which customers 
claim insurance. 
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gender age smoker car brand claim 
female 47 yes Volvo no 
male 31 no Alfa Romeo yes 
male 59 no Alfa Romeo yes 
male 28 no Fiat no 
male 44 no BMW no 

female 27 no Fiat no 
male 29 no Subaru no 
male 44 yes Subaru yes 
male 39 no BMW no 
male 35 no Subaru yes 
male 43 no Subaru no 
male 25 no BMW yes 
male 39 no Volkswagen no 
male 37 no Alfa Romeo yes 

female 30 no Fiat no 
female 24 no Fiat no 
male 26 no Alfa Romeo yes 
male 43 no BMW no 
male 46 no BMW no 

female 25 no Fiat no 
female 27 no Nissan no 
female 31 no Nissan no 
male 29 yes Volkswagen no 
male 42 no BMW yes 
male 26 no Fiat no 
male 27 no Alfa Romeo yes 
male 30 no Volkswagen yes 
male 33 no Volkswagen no 

female 38 no Nissan no 
female 38 no Hyundai no 
female 36 no Hyundai no 
female 29 yes Hyundai no 
male 32 yes BMW no 
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Variables 

• Response variable (dependent variable): 
claim (yes/no). 

• Predictor variables (independent variables): 
gender, age, smoker, car brand.  
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gender age smoker car brand claim 
female 47 yes Volvo no 
male 31 no Alfa Romeo yes 
male 59 no Alfa Romeo yes 
male 28 no Fiat no 
male 44 no BMW no 

female 27 no Fiat no 
male 29 no Subaru no 
male 44 yes Subaru yes 
male 39 no BMW no 
male 35 no Subaru yes 
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Loaded in repository of RapidMiner 
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Process in RapidMiner 
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gender = female: no {no=498, yes=15} 
gender = male 
|   car brand = Alfa Romeo: yes {no=4, yes=86} 
|   car brand = BMW: no {no=64, yes=19} 
|   car brand = Fiat: no {no=67, yes=14} 
|   car brand = Subaru: yes {no=19, yes=50} 
|   car brand = Volkswagen: no {no=54, yes=19} 
|   car brand = Volvo 
|   |   age > 25.500: no {no=78, yes=1} 
|   |   age ≤ 25.500: yes {no=1, yes=10} 
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note this row!! 

prediction 
is added as 
a variable 
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true no true yes class precision 

pred. no 761 68 91.80% 
pred. yes 24 146 85.88% 
class recall 96.94% 68.22% 
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For proper cross-validation also training and test set needed! 
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Italian food may be dangerous 

• 5000 parties eat at an Italian 
restaurant 

• Menu includes: pizza 
margherita, pizza romana, pizza 
marinara, pizza capricciosa, 
pizza siciliana, lasagna, 
spaghetti carbonara, spaghetti 
alla diavola, vino rosso,vino 
bianco, birra, espresso. 

• Members of 470 parties got very 
sick, members of 313 parties 
got nauseous, and the 
remaining 4217 parties 
experienced no problems. 
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Data set: 5000 records 
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Some statistics 
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RapidMiner Process 
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Minimal information gain of 0.1 
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blue = not sick 
red = very sick 
green = nauseous 
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Performance:  
"nauseous parties" are missed 
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Minimal information gain of 0.05 
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Hardly any improvements 
and a danger of overfitting 
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Minimal information gain of 0.01 
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pizza marinara > 1.500 
|   birra > 0.500: very sick {not sick=24, nauseous=6, very sick=470} 
|   birra ≤ 0.500 
|   |   vino rosso > 0.500 
|   |   |   pizza romana > 1.500 
|   |   |   |   vino bianco > 1.500: not sick {not sick=18, nauseous=0, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   |   vino bianco ≤ 1.500 
|   |   |   |   |   pizza capricciosa > 1.500: not sick {not sick=11, nauseous=0, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   pizza capricciosa ≤ 1.500 
|   |   |   |   |   |   pizza margherita > 1.500: nauseous {not sick=0, nauseous=2, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   pizza margherita ≤ 1.500: not sick {not sick=7, nauseous=1, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   pizza romana ≤ 1.500: not sick {not sick=27, nauseous=0, very sick=0} 
|   |   vino rosso ≤ 0.500 
|   |   |   pizza margherita > 0.500 
|   |   |   |   pizza marinara > 2.500: not sick {not sick=9, nauseous=4, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   |   pizza marinara ≤ 2.500 
|   |   |   |   |   pizza romana > 3.500: nauseous {not sick=1, nauseous=1, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   pizza romana ≤ 3.500 
|   |   |   |   |   |   espresso > 1.500: not sick {not sick=5, nauseous=0, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   espresso ≤ 1.500 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   pizza siciliana > 2.500: not sick {not sick=2, nauseous=1, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   pizza siciliana ≤ 2.500 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   pizza siciliana > 1.500: not sick {not sick=8, nauseous=0, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   pizza siciliana ≤ 1.500 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   vino bianco > 0.500 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   pizza margherita > 2.500: nauseous {not sick=1, nauseous=2, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   pizza margherita ≤ 2.500: not sick {not sick=2, nauseous=0, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   vino bianco ≤ 0.500: not sick {not sick=13, nauseous=1, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   pizza margherita ≤ 0.500: not sick {not sick=4, nauseous=0, very sick=0} 
pizza marinara ≤ 1.500 
|   lasagna > 0.500: not sick {not sick=2065, nauseous=222, very sick=0} 
|   lasagna ≤ 0.500 
|   |   vino rosso > 2.500: not sick {not sick=433, nauseous=50, very sick=0} 
|   |   vino rosso ≤ 2.500 
|   |   |   pizza marinara > 0.500 
|   |   |   |   espresso > 3.500 
|   |   |   |   |   pizza siciliana > 2.500 
|   |   |   |   |   |   pizza romana > 2: not sick {not sick=3, nauseous=1, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   pizza romana ≤ 2: nauseous {not sick=0, nauseous=2, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   pizza siciliana ≤ 2.500: not sick {not sick=4, nauseous=0, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   |   espresso ≤ 3.500 
|   |   |   |   |   pizza margherita > 0.500 
|   |   |   |   |   |   vino rosso > 1.500 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   birra > 0.500: not sick {not sick=10, nauseous=0, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   birra ≤ 0.500 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   espresso > 1.500: not sick {not sick=9, nauseous=3, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   espresso ≤ 1.500: nauseous {not sick=1, nauseous=3, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   vino rosso ≤ 1.500 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   birra > 0.500 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   pizza siciliana > 2.500 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   pizza capricciosa > 0.500 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   pizza siciliana > 3.500: not sick {not sick=3, nauseous=1, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   pizza siciliana ≤ 3.500: nauseous {not sick=0, nauseous=2, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   pizza capricciosa ≤ 0.500: not sick {not sick=3, nauseous=0, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   pizza siciliana ≤ 2.500 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   pizza margherita > 2.500: not sick {not sick=14, nauseous=0, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   pizza margherita ≤ 2.500 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   espresso > 1.500 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   vino rosso > 0.500: not sick {not sick=4, nauseous=0, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   vino rosso ≤ 0.500: nauseous {not sick=0, nauseous=2, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   espresso ≤ 1.500: not sick {not sick=32, nauseous=2, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   birra ≤ 0.500: not sick {not sick=57, nauseous=2, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   |   |   pizza margherita ≤ 0.500: not sick {not sick=155, nauseous=5, very sick=0} 
|   |   |   pizza marinara ≤ 0.500: not sick {not sick=1292, nauseous=0, very sick=0} 

Hardly any improvements, yet definitely overfitting 
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Minimal information gain of 0.5  
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Simplified data set  
(few items with stronger correlations) 
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pizza margherita > 0.500 
|   birra > 0.500: very sick {not sick=1, very sick=31, nauseous=0} 
|   birra ≤ 0.500 
|   |   lasagna > 0.500 
|   |   |   vino rosso > 0.500: nauseous {not sick=2, very sick=0, nauseous=11} 
|   |   |   vino rosso ≤ 0.500: not sick {not sick=9, very sick=0, nauseous=0} 
|   |   lasagna ≤ 0.500: not sick {not sick=1849, very sick=0, nauseous=0} 
pizza margherita ≤ 0.500: not sick {not sick=3072, very sick=0, nauseous=25} 
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Clustering 
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k-means clustering 
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+
++ +

+

+

(a) (b) (c)
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k-means clustering: the idea 
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+
++ +

+

+

(a) (b) (c)
generate k=2 

centroids 
randomly 

assign instances 
to closest 
centroid 

computed center 
becomes new 

centroid 

re-assign 
instances to 

closest centroid 

… until nothing 
changes 
anymore 
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k-means clustering: many parameters  
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+
++ +

+

+

(a) (b) (c)number of 
clusters k 

distance 
measure 

different 
strategies 
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Clustering the simplified data set: 5000 
parties visiting an Italian restaurant 
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k-means 
k=2 
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Centroid plot view 
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Cluster 0: "pasta + beer" 
Cluster 1: "pizza + wine" 
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Clustered data set 
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Scatter plot (with jitter) 
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Cluster 0: 
no pizza 

Cluster 1: one 
or both types 

of pizza 

pizza  
siciliana 

pizza  
magherita 
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Scatter plot (with jitter) 
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Cluster 1: 
no pasta 

Cluster 0: one 
or both types 

of pasta 

spaghetti 
carbonara 

lasagna 
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Scatter plot (with jitter) 
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Cluster 0: no 
wine, often beer 

Cluster 1: no beer, 
often wine 

vino 
rosso 

birra 
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Scatter plots (with jitter, now showing 
class labels) 
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green dots: 
people that eat pizza 
margarita and drink 
beer get very sick  

birra 

pizza  
magherita 
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Scatter plots (with jitter, now showing 
class labels) 
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red dots: 
people that eat 

lasagna and drink 
wine get 

nauseous 

vino 
rosso 

lasagna 
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Agglomerative hierarchical clustering 
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Levels introduced by agglomerative 
hierarchical clustering 
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Any horizontal line in dendrogram 
corresponds to a concrete clustering at 
a particular level of abstraction 
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association rules  
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Urban Legend: Beer and Diapers 
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Pampers => Dommelsch 

gin + tonic => lemon 
cheese + ham + bread => butter 

Aspirin + Ibuprofen => Kleenex 
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Association rule learning 

• Rules of form “IF X THEN Y” 
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Special case: market basket analysis 
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Example 
(people that order tea and latte also order muffins) 

• Support should be as high as possible (but will be low in case of many items). 
• Confidence should be close to 1. 
• High lift values suggest a positive correlation (1 if independent). 
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Compute support, confidence, and lift 

• 100 customers buy diapers and/or beer: 
− 9 customers buy just Hoegaarden 
− 40 customers buy just Pampers 
− 50 customer buy just Pampers and Dommelsch 
− 1 customer buys Pampers, Hoegaarden and Dommelsch 

 
• Consider the following four rules: 

− Pampers => Dommelsch 
− Pampers => Hoegaarden 
− Dommelsch => Pampers 
− Pampers and Dommelsch => Hoegaarden 

 
 
 

PAGE 121 Note: you need to be able to compute support, confidence,  and lift at exam! 
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Results 
− 9+1 = 10 customers buy Hoegaarden 
− 40+50+1 = 91 customers buy Pampers 
− 50+1 = 51 customers buy Dommelsch 
− 50+1 = 51 customers buy Pampers and Dommelsch 
− 1 customer buys all three 
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NX NY NXY support confidence lift 

Pampers => 
Dommelsch 

91 51 51 51/100 = 
0.51 

51/91 = 0.56 (51*100)/(91*51) = 1.10 

Pampers => 
Hoegaarden 

91 10 1 1/100 = 
0.01 

1/91 = 0.01 (1*100)/(91*10) = 0.11 

Dommelsch => 
Pampers 

51 91 51 51/100 = 
0.51 

51/51 = 1 (51*100)/(51*91) = 1.10 
 

Pampers and 
Dommelsch => 
Hoegaarden 

51 10 1 1/100 = 
0.01 

1/51 =  0.02 (1*100)/(51*10) = 0.20 
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Interpretation results 
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NX NY NXY support confidence lift 

Pampers => 
Dommelsch 

91 51 51 51/100 = 
0.51 

51/91 = 0.56 (51*100)/(91*51) = 1.10 

Pampers => 
Hoegaarden 

91 10 1 1/100 = 
0.01 

1/91 = 0.01 (1*100)/(91*10) = 0.11 

Dommelsch => 
Pampers 

51 91 51 51/100 = 
0.51 

51/51 = 1 (51*100)/(51*91) = 1.10 
 

Pampers and 
Dommelsch => 
Hoegaarden 

51 10 1 1/100 = 
0.01 

1/51 =  0.02 (1*100)/(51*10) = 0.20 
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RapidMiner output 
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minimal support = 0.2 
minimal confidence = 0.8  
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Brute force algorithm 
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Apriori (optimization based on two 
observations) 
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Italian restaurant revisited 

PAGE 128 

• 5000 parties eat at an Italian 
restaurant 

• Menu includes: pizza margherita, 
pizza romana, pizza marinara, 
pizza capricciosa, pizza siciliana, 
lasagna, spaghetti carbonara, 
spaghetti alla diavola, vino 
rosso,vino bianco, birra, 
espresso. 
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153 frequent item sets with a support of 
at least 0.1 
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Association rules with a minimal support 
of 0.1 and a minimal confidence of 0.5 
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743 rules! 
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Association rules with a minimal support 
of 0.3 and a minimal confidence of 0.9 
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61 rules 
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Sort by lift 
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Simplified data set 
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Association rules with a minimal support 
of 0.1 and a minimal confidence of 0.5 
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[birra] --> [lasagna, spaghetti carbonara] (confidence: 0.540) 
[lasagna] --> [birra, spaghetti carbonara] (confidence: 0.549) 
[spaghetti carbonara] --> [birra, lasagna] (confidence: 0.558) 
[vino rosso] --> [pizza margherita, pizza siciliana] (confidence: 0.558) 
[pizza margherita] --> [vino rosso, pizza siciliana] (confidence: 0.569) 
[pizza siciliana] --> [vino rosso, pizza margherita] (confidence: 0.570) 
[lasagna] --> [spaghetti carbonara] (confidence: 0.717) 
[spaghetti carbonara] --> [lasagna] (confidence: 0.727) 
[birra] --> [spaghetti carbonara] (confidence: 0.729) 
[birra, lasagna] --> [spaghetti carbonara] (confidence: 0.733) 
[vino rosso] --> [pizza siciliana] (confidence: 0.736) 
[birra] --> [lasagna] (confidence: 0.737) 
[birra, spaghetti carbonara] --> [lasagna] (confidence: 0.741) 
[vino rosso, pizza margherita] --> [pizza siciliana] (confidence: 0.746) 
[pizza margherita] --> [pizza siciliana] (confidence: 0.746) 
[pizza siciliana] --> [pizza margherita] (confidence: 0.748) 
[vino rosso] --> [pizza margherita] (confidence: 0.748) 
[lasagna] --> [birra] (confidence: 0.750) 
[spaghetti carbonara] --> [birra] (confidence: 0.752) 
[pizza siciliana] --> [vino rosso] (confidence: 0.753) 
[vino rosso, pizza siciliana] --> [pizza margherita] (confidence: 0.758) 
[pizza margherita, pizza siciliana] --> [vino rosso] (confidence: 0.763) 
[pizza margherita] --> [vino rosso] (confidence: 0.763) 
[lasagna, spaghetti carbonara] --> [birra] (confidence: 0.767) 
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other types  
of mining 
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Sequence mining: same idea 

PAGE 136 

Defined on subsequences: 
if subsequence X appears 
then also subsequence Y 
should appear. 
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Sequence mining uses similar quality 
notions: support, confidence, etc. 
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Episode mining 
(32 time windows of length 5) 
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Episode E1 holds in only one time window 
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Episode E2 holds in 16 windows  
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37

a c b de c b b cf a e eb c d c b

b

c

E2
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Episode E3: never occurs when we have 
a window of length 5 
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37

a c b de c b b cf a e eb c d c b
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Occurrences 
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Hidden Markov models 

• Given an observation sequence, 
how to compute the probability of 
the sequence given a hidden 
Markov model? 

• Given an observation sequence 
and a hidden Markov model, how 
to compute the most likely 
“hidden path” in the model? 

• Given a set of observation 
sequences, how to derive the 
hidden Markov model that 
maximizes the probability of 
producing these sequences? 
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Relation between data mining and 
process mining 

• Process mining: about end-to-end processes. 
• Data mining: data-centric and typically not 

process-centric. 
• Judging the quality of data mining and process 

mining: many similarities, but also some 
differences (see conformance checking). 

• Clearly, process mining techniques can benefit 
from experiences in the data mining field. 

• Let us now focus on the quality of mining 
results. 
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evaluation 
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Confusion matrix 
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failed
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Confusion matrix 
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+ tp fn

tnfp

predicted 
class

ac
tu

al
 

cl
as

s

-

+ -
p

n

p’ n’ N

• tp is the number of true positives, i.e., 
instances that are correctly classified as 
positive. 

• fn is the number of false negatives, i.e., 
instances that are predicted to be 
negative but should have been classified 
as positive. 

• fp is the number of false positives, i.e., 
instances that are predicted to be 
positive but should have been classified 
as negative. 

• tn is the number of true negatives, i.e., 
instances that are correctly classified as 
negative. 
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Example 
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smoker

young
(195/11)

yes

drinker

no

no

old
(65/2)

yes

young
(600/240)

#young=184
#old=11

E = 0.313027

#young=360
#old=240

E=0.970951

#young=2
#old=63
E=0.198234

Overall E = 0.763368
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Overall E = 0.839836
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E=0.994314

Overall E = 0.946848young
(860/314)
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E=0.946848

split on attribute smoker
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information gain 
is 0.107012

information gain 
is 0.076468
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Confusion matrix: metrics 
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Overfitting: the need for cross validation 
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I can accurately predict your birth date 
based on your length (in cm) and the 

cities your parents were born. 

Take this class as a training set. 

But my decision tree will not work well outside this room …. 
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Cross-validation 
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k-fold cross-validation 
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conclusion  
and outlook 
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Data mining is "process unaware": 
models are limited to simple structures 
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The three main types of process mining: 
discovery, conformance, and enhancement 
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